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abstract While some parts of identity remain constant throughout one’s life, many aspects of a person’s identity

are subject to rapid and constant change and negotiation. Using theories regarding the role possessions play in
the construction, reinforcement, and manifestation of a person’s identity, this thesis project explores the potential to
facilitate meaningful insights and awareness into one’s own identity. This will be achieved by designing a reflexive
journaling process. A qualitative evaluation of this prototype journal process used by a pilot group of young
creative individuals will generate an assessment of the proposed process.
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| photograph | Amsterdam
March 9th, 2012

introduction During my second semester in the

MFA program at VCUQ, I went on a field study trip with
my MFA peers to Amsterdam. Our trip was set up to
participate in the Extranational Workshop conducted
by the Dirty Art Department of the Sandberg Institute.
Though the work that came out of the workshop can be
considered relevant to my overall thesis work, it is the
events that happened outside of the workshop on the
last day of our trip that had a far greater impact on my
thesis direction.
On the last evening of the trip, I found myself having
dinner with three other grad students from my program
and the sister of one of the students; we were three
Qatari females, one Kuwaiti/American female, and one
Egyptian male. Towards the end of the meal, one of the
girls suggested we play Truth or Dare to pass the time.
Having no interest in acting out any silly dares, I suggested we just play Truth or Truth. I wasn’t surprised to
find that everyone else felt the same, and so we began
to play.
For an hour and a half, in a tiny Italian restaurant in the
heart of Amsterdam five Arabs openly shared stories
about their lives that they would/could never have
shared in Doha. As the evening drew to an end I felt
compelled to keep the knife that we had used to play
the game not only because it was a participant in our
game, but also a witness to our choice to step away
from our identities for one evening. After asking permission from the manager, I slipped the knife into my purse
and left the restaurant knowing we would never be the
people we were in that restaurant again.
This trip was a turning point in my time at VCUQ.
Before the trip we had all been friendly with each
other, but not really friends; and after that evening
we became much closer. Before the trip I would have
described us as individuals who happened to all be in
the MFA program at VCUQ, but after the trip we were
individuals who made up an interconnected group of
grad students at VCUQ.
At the time, I couldn’t explain why I felt a great
sense belonging after the trip to Amsterdam, or why
I had to keep the knife, but when I look back on that

.moment now, I understand. Through scholarly work that

I discovered during my literature review, I have come
to understand both the process by which a group of
Arab students came to know each other on a trip to
Amsterdam, and I am also able to see now what meanings became imbedded in the knife over the course of
that evening.

It seems that at some point on our way to Amsterdam
our culturally imposed identity labels were shifted.
At some point we were no longer a group of Arabs
in a sea of Arabs, we had all become strangers in a
strange land together. When our identities were no longer restricted by the norms of our society we were able
to look inside and decide for ourselves who we truly
wanted to be. Somehow in making those individual
choices we ended up in a small group of grad students
who felt that sharing a moment of vulnerability in a little
Italian restaurant was good for them. By disclosing
some of our most meaningful possessions (our secrets), our most intimate “truths”, we allowed ourselves
to be seen for the first time, and allowed ourselves to
be known.
The knife that I kept became an artifact through which
I will forever document that chapter of my life, that
choice, and that moment when we all took a stand on
our affirmed identities and chose to belong to a group
that we had created. It is also a symbol of social connection, a type of connection that is not often shared
in the Arab world with people who are not close family
members or friends.
By reflecting on this story from my recent history, I
didn’t just create an interesting list of ways possessions
played a part in my life, I was able to really see myself
through these objects, how they shaped the space between the world and myself. I was able to find the value
in the possessions I carried, and in so doing I was able
to reveal my own personal value system. The knife isn’t
simply an artifact of great sentiment, it is tangible proof
of how important it is to me to continually take a stand
about who I am and how I am perceived. I know myself
in a way I had never known before exploring the value
of the imbedded meanings in that knife and that day.
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problem statement It is a fundamental human

experience to negotiate between one’s internally held
and externally ascribed understandings of self. Failure
to negotiate, integrate, and assimilate these differing
concepts of self leaves people vulnerable to feelings of
disconnection, loneliness, and isolation. Personal possessions have the capacity to contain meanings about
self; and engaging this capacity offers us a potential
to generate unique insight and awareness about self.
Design is an approach to thinking that can intentionally
devise and develope platforms to facilitate processes
of user interaction. This thesis explores the potential for
designing a platform to facilitate an individual’s reflexive
process using their personal possessions to generate
awareness and insight essential to negotiating their
understandings of self.

central argument This thesis claims that a

process can be designed, through which users can
gain meaningful insight and knowledge into their
own self and identity, by an examination of personal
possessions. This heightened awareness of self can
enable various positive psychological and sociological
outcomes for the user. Examples of such outcomes are
an increased sense of belonging, the clarification of
personal values, and providing inner stability within the
dynamics of today’s ever changing world.
The relevance of this inquiry to the field of design stems
from its ability to access concepts such as value and
meaning with regards to personal possessions. Two
parts of the design field are directly affected by the
work examined in this inquiry. One is the production
of material objects for personal value and ownership,
and the other which is design of identity expressions.
Though material objects play a large role in the construct of personal identities they are not limited to this
role. They also play an instrumental part in communicating one’s identity to others and the documentation of
personal histories1.

As designers it is crucial to reflect on the impact our
design has on society, and this can be achieved
through engaging users in reflection on the
possessions we inject into their lives using techniques
explored in this thesis. Furthermore, with regards to
the design of personal and corporate identities, it is
important for a designer to extract the key goals and
core values of the user in order to properly represent
this user. The process outlined in this inquiry provides
a means by which users can share and articulate otherwise unrecognized values and core meanings that can
be useful in negotiating the understanding of ourselves.

limitations and delimitations Although

the tangible outcome of this thesis is a reflexive journal
prototype, the primary function of this project is to
examine how a reflexive journaling platform can be established to facilitate a process of self-reflection. While
deep consideration was given to the formal design of
this journal, the focus of my assessment is the resulting
user behavior and experience.
There are various theories regarding the construct of
identity and the way in which notions of self are formed.
In fact, many fields of study have their own complex
and differing views on the topic. The choice to combine
multiple theories on the construction of identity within
this exploration was deliberate, because the processes
in this thesis are not attempting to define identity, but to
engage individuals in reflection about their own identities. Reviewing and incorporating varying theories on
the same topic has informed the scope of reflection,
thereby guiding the selection of the methods utilized
within the journal.
To me, identity is the articulated and shaped outer shell
of self, the layer that is in constant contact with both
the world of the other and the world of the self. There
are aspects of self, such as a subconscious, that aren’t
necessarily involved in the discussion of identity. For
the most part, in this thesis, self and identity are used
interchangeably, but there are times when distinctions
will be made to explore specific aspects of either personal identity or self.

| diagram | created as an
exercise in our exhibition
design class to allow us
to begin visualizing the
process of moving through
our final year in the MFA
program
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litrature review This section places my thesis
inquiry within its theoretical and historical context.

identity In the very beginning of this inquiry I began

exploring the construct of self in the context of others.
To understand the social construct of self I delved into
the work of Allison Weir and her theory of combining
the work of Michel Foucault and Charles Taylor. Weir
argues that identity can be understood in terms of
“critical relations with defining communities”2, and that
to truly be authentic to one’s self a person must ask
themselves “what is good for me?” When the answer to
this question is found, this same person must critique
this answer, and the connections formed based on it,
continuously in relation to regimes of power and knowledge3. This basically means that a person’s identity is
not simply formed in reaction to the society he or she is
in, but that a person has a certain level of control in defining his or her personality by choosing different social
groups to connect with. This theory played a large role
in forming the theoretical framework of the construct
of identity that would be used in this inquiry because
it examined self in the context of society. The idea of
placing self in the context of others to acquire a better
understanding of self was the basis on which this thesis
began, and on which the designing of a comparative
platform was built.
However, through informal interviews I conducted as
part of my investigation for the design of a comparative platform, I found that people of very different social
and economic backgrounds struggled the negotiation
between an internal and external construct of identity.
This was not evident in their relationships with the
communities that defined them. This discovery made
it clear to me that people were not only constructing
their personal identities in reaction to the societies that
they were placed in, but that they were also forming an
image of self that was private and separate from the
contexts of these social contexts. Furthermore people
found it very difficult to share these private identities
with the social contexts that they existed in because
they feared judgment and exclusion.

It was at this point in the investigation when I began
to explore the idea of a self constructed privately and
outside of any social context. The revolutionary work of
psychologist Erik Erikson on the topic of identity crisis
offered a broader and more holistic view of identity
formation, because of its ability to accommodate both
the “psycho” and the “socio” dimensions of identity.
Erikson describes the “psycho” dimension of self as
being partially conscious and unconscious, he goes
on to say that “it is a sense of personal continuity and
sameness” and that it “reaches both into the past and
towards the future...” to preserve and renew itself4. The
“socio” side of identity, on the other hand, is described
by Erikson as being system of ideology that must
either be confirmed or revolted against5. The ability
of Erikson’s theories to combine both an inward and
outward construct of identity was the main reason why
it was chosen as the theoretical framework for the work
done in this thesis. Erikson’s work, the interviews I conducted, and other scholarly work to be discussed in
the process section, were the basis on which I began
to explore the need for an inward reflection on self and
the design of a reflexive journaling process.

possessions Very early on in this thesis explora-

tion, and based on personal instinct alone, objects
were being examined as a means for expressing
identity (a way of knowing). To support this belief,
research was then conducted into several different
fields of study such as anthropology, consumer science, and philosophy. During my research I found that
my instincts were affirmed when I uncovered a variety
of roles played by objects in relation to the construct
of self and the identities that we all desperately use
to shield our inner selves. In the following few paragraphs, I will discuss the different roles that personal
possessions can play from construction, to reinforcement, documentation, and even communication of the
world of self.
In his inquiry into the lives of modern-day Londoners,
anthropologist Daniel Miller explains that the study of
a person’s possessions offers researchers alternative
means of insight into a subject’s life narratives. He
explains that these narratives, which would normally be

obtained through the restrictive medium of language,
offer researchers access to an authentic other voice6.
In their analysis of much literature on personal possessions, researchers Joy Monice Malnar and Frank Vodvarka summarize numerous points of view regarding
the role objects play in our lives. It is clearly explained,
in regard to non-verbal communication of possessions,
that people felt the information gained about them from
their possessions was more accurate than that gained
from their behavior, and that possessions in their lives
served as “props on the theatrical stage of their lives”7.
The nonverbal nature of the information imbedded
in personal possessions was a turning point in my
research because it allowed me to connect research I
was reading about personal possession and identity, to
the work I was exploring on data collection and knowledge formation. This connection and its relevance to
my inquiry will be discussed further in section bellow.
In Helga Dittmar’s paper on Consumer Society and its
effect on our sense of identity, she confirms the role
possessions play in non-verbal communication, but
then she offers two more roles that possessions can
play: instrumental and historic documentation of our
lives8. By “instrumental” she is talking about the objects
in our lives that allow us to do what it is we need to do:
our tools, vehicles, and such things9. This function very
much resembles Russell Belk’s views on the role of personal possessions in extending self, which is discussed
below. A possession’s ability to function as a sort of
tangible timeline of our existence is seen by Malnar and
Vodvarka as an important point in the discussion on
possessions in our lives, as it provides “a persuasive
argument for a spatial and temporal fabric of objects”10.
The ability to categorize possessions spatially and temporally was further confirmation that personal possession could be used as a means of extracting information about self using theories about sorting data and
generating new knowledge and perspective. These
ideas will be expanded in the section bellow.
Finally, the role that objects play in solidifying abstract
concepts about self is clearly explained in the words of
Douglas and Isherwood when they said, “abstract concepts are always hard to remember unless they take on

some physical appearance”11. Another example of
an author supporting an object’s role in symbolically
extending the constructed concept of self is Ioana
Bursan when she explained that “surrounding objects
help us reminding, and defining who we are”12.
Russell Belk’ work on possessions and the extended
self is similarly interested in the field of possessions.
Belk introduces the following main categories of possessions that extend self into the world: body; internal
processes; personal identifying characteristics; ideas
and experiences; those persons, places,3 and things
to which one feels attached13. Since this thesis is
interested in creating processes of self-awareness
through reflection on possessions, these categories
are used as a means to organize the possessions into
manageable categories. Belk explains that possessions can, at times, literally extend a person’s self into
the world. This is the case of a tool which allows the
person to do things one is otherwise incapable of, or
symbolically extend self, as is the case of a uniform
that allows people to convince themselves that they
are different people than they would be without them14.
The combined literal and symbolic ways in which
possessions extend self has allowed for the design of
processes that speak to both a tangible and intangible
relationship with possessions. This duality of function
also allowed for the design or processes that access
the same meaning from different possible angles.
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could serve as initiators of a process that leads towards
wisdom about self and identity.
The work of Richard Saul Wurman was also invaluable
in providing a means by which differing vantage points
could be achieved for the same set of data. The LATCH
system outlined by Wurman was the structure that I felt
could be extremely useful for organizing the complexity of the data coming into this process (possessions).
Through this system users are able to sort their data in
a finite number of ways (location; alphabetical; time;
category; hierarchy), which allows them to generate
differing vantage points, and also enables them to
understand the relationship between the differing bodies of information16. Wurman explains this when he says
that “each new vantage point, each mode of organization will create a new structure. And each new structure
will enable you to see a different meaning, acting as a
new method of classification from which the whole can
be understood.”17. This structure provides an approach
that can allow people to engage in a “mapping” of self.
One way in which the work Wurman was applied in the
design of the reflexive journal was the “sorting” section
of the journal. This section provided a list of possessions that they needed to identify and illustrate in an
empty column, the users were asked to photocopy
their illustrations, and then over the course of the next
six pages they had to sort these possessions using the
LATCH system.

| diagram | overview of
understanding and the
transference of wisdom

data and knowledge In the book Information

Anxeity 2, contributor Nathan Shedroff presents an
overview of understanding, in which he breaks down
the process of the transference of knowledge and the
acquisition of wisdom. According to Shedroff there are
specific steps that one can follow to achieve wisdom
about a certain topic. First, one must go through the
process of collecting data. Then that data is turned
into information by organizing it and placing into
context. Next this information must then be converted
into knowledge through a process of examining and
experiencing the original data in many different ways,
and in so doing creating different perspectives about

this data. The final step of understanding,
which is also the hardest to transfer, is wisdom.
Wisdom is achieved through a process of introspection, pattern-matching, contemplations, retrospection,
and interpretation15.
The work presented by Shedroff became the underpinning framework by which I designed of the reflexive
journal. To do this I used the fact that possessions, as
mentioned earlier, have an inherent imbedded value
system that people recognize on a nonverbal level. So
I began to work with personal possessions as if they
were neat little packets of information about self, that

This scholarly research presents an inherent duality
when considering the construction, reinforcement,
and manifestation of identity. It also reveals a need
for both a process of personal reflection, and one of
comparative examination. My focus on the reflexive
journal process must ultimately be complemented with
the comparative platform, which is considered a future
direction of this inquiry.
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precedents This section presents examples and

critique of other ways in which designers and researchers approached similar topics in their work.

augmented memory In the last few years a

great deal of research has explored the creation of
augmented memory systems. Specifically there are two
projects I have used to consider directions in my thesis
project.

the living memory box (2003) was created

as a means of capturing the experiences, hopes,
dreams, pains, and pleasures of people18 . It’s focused
on the concept of creating a home appliance for family
archiving. This project is relevant to my design direction because previous scholarly research into the topic
of personal possessions has shown that a central function of possessions in people’s lives is to act as a personal archive of the events in their life. In fact, when I
began this thesis project I held the perspective that this
was the only means by which possessions could support a person’s sense of self. The Living Memory Box
is unique in that its user testing involved two groups
from what they call the “family memory spectrum”19,
the digital camera users and the scrapbookers. It is
also unique in that it also chose to use a journal as a
way of opening the groups cognitive awareness to the
domain of interest. The findings from this study on both
groups’ are particularly interesting to me because they
offered support for my exploration of a creative journal
serving as a platform of the process of engaging with
possessions. This study was concluded by reviewing a
number of key findings20, the relevance of which will be
discussed here. The first relevant finding provided was

to develop the annotation and organization of memories into a process of personal expression; they noted
that this feedback came from the scrapbooking group
that found the process of journaling therapeutic. Their
second relevant finding was to make the inclusion of
any object possible. These findings are useful to my
project by supporting my use of Belk’s breakdown of
possessions, which actually includes non-tangible objects such as dreams and sensations. The final relevant
recommendation was to encourage storytelling at any
point. The relevance of this recommendation will be
explained in the discussion of the following precedent.

memory lane

(2011) is a digital-memory
archiving tool that allows users to input images of
meaningful digital memorabilia for the purposes of
organization and self- reflection. It also focused very
heavily on the role narrative plays in augmenting digital
memorabilia. The interface allows users to organize
their possessions into three main contexts; “home” that
is illustrated by the image of a house, “places” that is
illustrated by an interactive map, and “people” that are
represented by a large illustration of a photo frame. It
is interesting that their findings indicate people would
be more interested in adding narratives to their objects
only if the objects were going to be shared with others,
because they felt it redundant to attach a story of an
object that they already knew very well21. Furthermore,
in their Future Directions section, the authors felt allowing users to share their digital collections with friends
and family might lead to a new form of communication
application22.

| screen captures | screen
examples from prototype
used in Memory Lane
project
| photograph | physical
prototype of Living Memory
Box project
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| top screen capture |
one example of Jonathan
Harris’s “movements” from
his We Feel Fine project,
where each movement
allows for a different method
of searching the data available on his site
| below screen capture |
collection of featured stories
on Cowbird

narrative and data The work of Jonathan Harris
has been an inspiration in considering the potential of
exposing the authentic voice of my subjects through
their own personal narratives. He has consistently
created projects that expose the very essence of the
human condition in very creative and playful ways.
Both of the following precedents provide examples of
the way in which platforms can facilitate the process of
generating a perspective unique to the user.

cowbird was created in 2011, and is self-described
as “the public library of human experience”23. This
library is created by the simple marriage of an image
and a story, the images act as a tangible artifact and
document of the story, and the text is the in-depth
exploration of the experience that is represented by the
photograph. In the Process and Methodology section,
I explain how I experimented with the addition of narrative to enhance the sharing of one’s narrative of self
through the medium of an object.
I was drawn to Cowbird because of its content and its
design. It’s simple format allows the viewer to easily
submerge themselves in the life story that is being
shared. I find beauty in Harris’s ability to create a community of people by simply labeling paid members
Citizens, and free users Nomads. The work in this
project is a precedent for my thesis because it is an
example of very simple and yet powerful design that
is able to engage users in sharing their experience
of being in the world in a poetic way. I have used his
example of metaphor (citizen. . .) in creating my own
digital platform. While my project does not focus on the

design of a graphical user interface, it was considered
when exploring the potentials of a digital comparative
platform. Cowbird is a useful example of a website
using a metaphor effectively to create a community
of people and a shared space. This demonstrates a
great deal about people’s ability to imagine what a
community would look like in their own minds. This has
revealed a limitation of the Memory Lane project which
chose to provide static images of a home and a photo
frame for all users to place their objects and personal
photographs into.

we feel fine (2009) is the project that initially got

me interested in the field of design. It is described as
a “comprehensive contemporary portrait of the world’s
emotional landscape”24. This site pulls information from
blogs all over the world by searching their content
for the words “I feel”. Though this is another example
of providing insight into the lives of mankind, I was
drawn to this project initially because of the interactive
statistics that Harris called Movements, through which
one could sort and resort information to gain different
perspectives on the same information. Because I was
able to see with my own eyes which emotion was the
most prevalent at any given moment, or which country
of the world was being more vocal at any given time,
I felt extremely connected to this group of people and
this project in general. This work specifically relates to
my thesis in that it provides precedent for collecting
mountains upon mountains of information and providing the user with the tools to generate their own unique
perspectives on the world.
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symbolic objects The following precedents

| screen capture | shows
one submission to the
Burning House project

demonstrate a way in which objects can be used to
communicate with an audience about a person.

| photograph | grandma
Ilva, Mario’s wife. By Camilla
Carrambone

burning house This project poses the following

prompt to its users for participation “If your house was
burning, what would you take with you? It’s a conflict
between what’s practical, valuable and sentimental.
What you would take reflects your interests, background and priorities. Think of it as an interview condensed into one question.”25. Users are then asked to
use a form to submit their images, a list of the objects,
and a link to their website. This project was of interest
to me because it represents the most basic form of
what I wanted to achieve when I started my thesis project. I wanted people to share their most valued possessions as a means for others to get to know them. As I
read about possessions, and as I learned about means
by which I could learn even more about others and
myself through our possessions, the project expanded.
It began to include means of communication between
users, ways in which each object could have its own
dedicated post and voice, and even ways in which the
data collected about users and their objects could be
explored to provide different vantage points about the
concepts of value in relation to possessions.
This project is interesting to me, and different from the
two projects about digitally augmenting memories,
because many of the objects in these images are actually statements about personal voice. Even the prompt
indicates that the objects should speak to a person’s
interests and ends by asking the users to consider
this an interview condensed into one question. This
means that, unlike the augmented memory projects,
this project actually attempts to use objects as tools for
communicating about self and its interests as well as its
personal memorabilia. In addition to adding possessions that communicate about a person, the added fact
that these are the objects that would be saved from
the fire adds a certain level of priority to them above
all other possessions, which gives a little hint at the
user’s personal value system. This project shaped the
first of three sections in the reflexive journal: the section
that is directly related to exploring and understanding
personal voice.

portraits of my family Another project that

shows very nicely how objects can speak on behalf
of their owners is the photographic series “Portraits of
My Family”, by artist Camilla Catrambone. Unlike the
images from The Burning House Project, the only clue
about the owner that we have is that of their relationship with the author. For example, the above image
is titled “grandma Ilva, Mario’s wife”26. This project is
very personal, and has no sense of prioritization such
as the imaginary fire in the Burning House project, but
somehow you can still get a sense of what mattered in
grandma Ilva’s life. What’s interesting about the last two
projects, that again wasn’t explored in the augmented
memory projects,is the inclusion of the possessions in
life that allow people to do what it is they do, the instrumental objects that allowed Ilva to sew her clothes, or
serve elegant tea parties, the things that made it possible for her to be the person she was in the world.
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creative journals The following examples were

all considered because, as precedents for the creation
of the reflexive journaling process in this thesis, they
are examples of prompting users through questions
and activities.

picture of me (2009) is a journal that allows users
to explore their views of self through various questions.
It is mostly question-and-answer based and also has
a few examples of actual activities. This journal is a
precedent for my project in that both projects are about
self, though mine has a specific focus on possessions
in relation to self.

memorandom ( 2010) provides various prompts

for creating lists about events in a person’s life. The
design of this journal is a more useful precedent than
Picture of Me because of its grungy and messy look
that invites users to be playful when documenting
things about their own experience of life. This journal
more fully informed the design of the reflexive platform
within my project than Picture of Me; however, it appears to focus on a younger age group than my own.

wreck this journal (2012) was created as a

means of loosening up users to the messy nature of
creativity. Its playful and experimental prompts put the
user at ease with making mistakes, which is one of the
biggest blocks for any creative activity. This journal
has many different examples of prompts that could be
appropriated or modified to fit the goals of the process
I’d like to facilitate. The relevant prompts that I found in
this journal teach users to be mindful of things around
them, and to become curious about the possessions in
their lives.
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investigation The reflexive journaling process

that was designed, prototyped, and evaluated in this
inquiry was achieved as a result of a great deal of
investigation into the possibility of creating a comparative platform. The goal of the comparative platform was
to create wisdom about self through sharing narratives
about personal possessions. Through experimentation,
research, and exploration I noticed a gap that needed
to be addressed before the comparative platform could
have a more authentic participation and impact as was
desired. While I found that the use of the comparative
platform revealed meaningful insights about self. I also
found that most potential users needed assistance to
go through a process of deep reflection and introspection necessary to establish such meaningful insights. It
became apparent that they needed a means to loosen
themselves up creatively to dig deeply into their personal narrative of self. This realization aligned very well
with the work of Shedroff about creating opportunities
for developing wisdom and insight into a certain topic,
which was discussed earlier in this document.
The insights into the creation of the reflexive journaling process were also aided by personal explorations
and creations that I conducted in relation to my own
personal possessions. These insights were crucial in
allowing me to go from a place of knowing and understanding about the role personal possessions played
in my narrative of self, to a place of wisdom about
the entire process. These explorations and creations
became the basis from which I designed each prompt
in the reflexive journal process.
The following section documents the process by
which the investigations in this project have evolved
from moments of curious exploration and purposeful
experimentation, into a focused experiment of how an
individual’s process of constructing, reinforcing, and
manifesting their personal identity can be revealed.

comparative platform When I began my

thesis exploration I knew I had a general interest in the
concept of belonging. Having explored the ideas about
the topic a little during our workshop in Amsterdam and

a few times during my first year in the MFA program,
I knew it was a very complex topic. To begin working
on idea generation, we were instructed to break our
concepts down into subtopics and sub-problems. After
a bit of brainstorming on the matter, I came to the realization that, for me, belonging could be broken down
to two essential components: feeling as though your
authentic self is known, and that that self is accepted.
Since I had already explored the idea of acceptance in
a previous project, I decided to begin working on the
idea of being known to others and to one’s self.
At this point of the thesis exploration, I knew I wanted
to explore the concept of knowing and being known,
but I had no clear idea how to approach this topic.
The direction I ended up taking was the result of the
following experience, which triggered many moments
of personal reflection. One night, after I had been reading through posts on several different design blogs, I
stumbled upon the story of designer Salvatore Iaconesi
and his struggle with brain cancer. The post on the TED
blog explained that he had been recently diagnosed
with brain cancer and that he decided to hack into his
medical files to upload and open-source his files to the
entire world. He was hoping that people would assist
him with finding a cure or that they would make art with
his medical files. I remember laying there in the dark,
in my bed, with the light from my phone illuminating a
very small portion of the room and just staring into his
skull cavity. I don’t know if I had hoped that something
from my previous education in molecular biology would
emerge from the depths where I had long buried it
and offer me a solution to this mans problems, or if by
somehow giving him time from my day I was honoring
his plight in this world, but I felt compelled to linger
there with that photo. Not being able to move past that
moment I decided to bookmark the page, turn off my
phone, and go to sleep. The story stayed with me for
some time before I realized one day that I felt like I
knew him, like I heard his authentic voice through the
object that he shared with the entire world, this cancer
of the mind, and so I began exploring the notion that
objects could offer a means by which to know
someone.

| mri scan | Salvatore

Iaconesi’s brain cancer
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| painting | René Magritte’s
painting The Treason of
Images
| photograph | shows a
collection of objects collected from my MFA peers
in response to one of my
very first prompts
| call for participation |
the flyer that was sent out
digitally to invite people to
participate in my exploration

prompt I was curious about my ability to prompt my

fellow grad students with just the right prompt so as to
recreate the feelings I had experienced while looking
at the brain scan. I wanted to see if I could create a
feeling of knowing, and of hearing someone’s authentic
voice through an object that they possessed. I began
by prompting them with questions asking them to show
me their possessions. The prompts were very simple at
first: I’d ask them to “show me something you carry with
you everyday, that you don’t actually have to carry with
you”. Sometimes the prompts would yield meaningful
objects, other times it wouldn’t, but the process allowed
me to sharpen my skill of designing prompts. Over the
course of a few weeks, I began to incorporate things
that I had been researching to insure that users would
have to really think about the possessions they’d be
sharing before they shared them.
One day I stumbled onto René Magritte’s painting The
Treason of Images, which is a painting of a pipe with
the text “this is not a pipe” underneath it. This painting

is challenging the viewer not to be fooled by the illusion
of what things are; I wanted to challenge my user to not
simply accept the superficial nature of their possessions. The final prompt that I sent out to my test users
explained the type of possession I was wanting them to
explore. I provided context about the object, and then
I asked them to fill in a sentence about the possession
that read “this is not a _____” followed by “this is a
______”. The prompt was posted online, and over the
course of a week, I accepted several submissions that
produced the exact outcome that I had designed.
By completing this prompt users would have finished
the first three steps in Nathan Shedroffs diagram about
the transition of knowledge. They collected data (an
object), the information I provided them about the
object placed it into a context, and then sentence they
had to fill out was specifically designed to challenge
their perception of their personal possessions.
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potential Though I wasn’t aware of it at the time,

the design of that first prompt would become a model
by which the prompts of the reflexive journal were
designed. Shortly after I finished the first prompt I
began to explore the best way in which I could collect
more data, and then what would be the best way to
share that data. This is when the idea of creating the
comparative platform began to take shape. Creating
a web platform allowed for a large number of people
to participate in the project, and it also allowed for the
platform to function “live”. I was intrigued by the idea
of users being able to witness the flux that could be
created by live input of data into the system, which I
felt would mirror the destabling flux created by the everchanging world that we live in.
In proposing a way in which knowledge could be
gained by using such a comparative platform, I used

the work mentioned earlier about the LATCH system
put forth by Wurman. I mapped out the architecture of a
site that could provide users insight into self through a
process of sorting personal possessions submitted by
users. This process involved allowing users to sort possessions by aspects such as the location from which
the object was acquired, or the date it was submitted.
This ability to sort possessions, combined with the ability to search for specific categories of objects (through
data tagging) was designed to allow users the ability to
see their possession from many different perspectives.
In the end, this same structure was incorporated into
the design of the first prompt in the reflexive journals,
which spans six pages. In this prompt, users are asked
to gather a specific list of their possessions, they are
then asked to sort these possessions into a timeline, a
map, and several categories of their choosing.

| writing | reflects the
questions that I was asking
myself as a potential user
and my curiosity about self
| images on facing page |
items submitted in response
to the call for participation,
and text was submitted with
each image electronically
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digital vs. analogue Early on in my explo-

rations into the creation of a comparative platform
for data sorting, I was interested in both digital and
analogue applications for this platform. At one point,
I plotted a timeline of my life onto a sheet of paper,
which I then imposed onto a collection of my personal
photographs depicting each stage of my life. This
timeline existed in a little wooden box with cranks on
each side, allowing users to scroll through my life. On
another occasion I worked with Processing to appropriate a digital sketch that harvests tweets tagged with
specific hashtags and displays them along with the
sentences they existed in. These explorations helped
me understand the different impacts that a medium
could have on the experience of a project: and it is one
of the main reasons that I felt that the reflexive journal
should be paper-based journal instead of digital.

| photograph | early explorations into the creation of
an analogue tool for interacting with personal data
| screen capture | some
explorations into the digital
possibility of harvesting
data from twitter, using
processing
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| top diagram |
explorers two users’
potential experience of
the proposed comparative
platform
| site architecture |
proposed site map for
comparative platform
| diagram on facing page |
refined exploration of one
user’s potential experience
of the proposed comparative platform

users Before I continued to explore the potential of

a comparative platform any further, I was asked by my
advisors to consider defining a target group. This request would take me on a two month winding road that
led in a direction that I ultimately did not pursue. What I
found through conducting interviews with this possible
target group was that the problems associated with a
shaky sense of identity were global and fundamentally
human. This discovery affirmed my belief that the project should in fact be without a specific target group,
and I returned to working on the project as I had been
before.
It was at this point in the inquiry that I began to explore
the potential users and their possible user experiences
in relation to the comparative platform. To do so, I began to visualize the possible scenarios of use for
users of my digital platform. These proposed processes took into consideration the emotional and cognitive
experience of the user, and the behaviors resulting
from these emotions and thought processes and how
those experiences would shape their interaction with
the platform. These scenarios were created for four
personas that I developed as users of my platform,
and they were extremely helpful in understanding what
a user’s step-by-step experience of the tool might look
like. This in turn gave me the ability to spot problems in
the tool before it was put into user testing. Some of the
questions to arise after looking at the global picture of
the purposed platform were: where is the value in my
project? Who would gravitate towards it? Why would
they use it? Where does the meaning lay within objects/
possession? Can the meaning survive if the form is
recreated? Can the meaning imbedded in a possession
survive in written narratives about this possession?
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| sketch | one of many
sketches to depict the
spatial and temporal
experience of my personal
possessions, while attempting to uncover possible
connections between the
two types of experiences of
possessions

personal explorations To begin working on

these questions I delved into literature about possessions and their role in personal identity. I began
reading the work of Helga Dittmar and was fascinated
by the idea that possessions were not simply tools for
documenting personal history, that people shared both
a temporal and spatial relationship with their possessions27. What fascinated me the most about this discovery was the fact that I had repeatedly written the words
“temporal” and “spatial” all over my sketchbook as I
tried to access how people relate to their possessions.
Seeing that my personal intuition about possessions
was correct, I wondered what other knowledge could
come from exploring possessions on a personal level,
through making and writing about my own possessions.
So I began exploring the questions that I had through a
series of explorations with making objects, writing narratives, and recreating emotions, in hopes that I could
generate a type of wisdom that can only come about
through a process of personal reflection, introspection,
and creation.

reincarnation First I decided I would begin to

recreate objects that had meaning to me. I started
with my father’s cigarette lighter, and with my first doll.
I wanted to know if, how, and why meaning could survive recreating the objects. When I recreated the doll,
I decided that it should be to scale, the scale of the
doll in relation to my body as a child when I first got her
(her name is Lolly Dolly). There was something about
giving her her original scale that automatically returned
me to this little child holding a doll for comfort. I was no
longer the adult, I was a child again, and this doll was
my protection and comfort. This experiment allowed
me to see that by recreating the original encounter of
my use of this doll (her being this large squishy thing I
can hold onto) I was able to transport myself through
time and space to recreate the feelings associated
with that original encounter. I went into the experiment
thinking that scale would be a factor in understanding
meaning, and realized it was only important in so much
as it helped me recreate the original situation. I confirmed this thought when I recreated another doll in a
very small scale and did not have the same emotional
reaction to the recreated doll.

| her | my sister clutching
my doll, in a moment documented by me
| me | reexperiencing my
first possession; mirroring
my sisters emotions
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environments After working on the first two

experiments with recreating the form of possessions I
became curious about what similar explorations would
look like with the different types of possessions described by Belk. In this exploration I recreated the form
of an environment that will forever mean a great deal
to me. It is the space that I formed the most important
friendship of my life in. Over the stretch of two years
my best friend and I shared our tears and laughter, our
experiences about being teachers for the first time, and
our dreams for the future. When I chose to recreate the
form, I challenged myself to produce three different
“scenes” and I wasn’t surprised that each recreation is
a representation of a method by which we shaped the
space between ourselves. The scene with the desk and
chair facing the student chair represents how dedicated we were to being the best teachers we possibly
could, we would spend hours silently working near
each other. The scene with the student chairs facing
another chair with a laptop represents the times we
allowed ourselves to let loose and watch a film (With
permission, of course. We were too stuffy to do that
without permission). Finally the single student chair, a
symbol of all the moments in which I sat pouring my
heart out to my best friend, a symbol of all the times I
received comfort, council, and love.

| lighters | my father, embodied in an object

relationships With the lighters on the other hand,

I chose to recreate them while maintaining both shape
and size. This time I also wanted to explore the concept
of creating multiples. I decided to recreate the lighters
to represent the amount of times I had witnessed my
father smoking in front of me, which was a lot. When
examining the finished exploration I found that the number of the lighters and the bare white chalk-like look of
the molded lighters evoked this sense of repetition and
of continuity. This repetition and continuity reflected the
relationship that I have with my father; his consistent
presence in my life somehow symbolically manifest in
this object that was always not too far away from him.

What I took from those two experiments was that what
survives the recreation of an object is in fact where the
meaning lays. For example, if the meaning in the lighter
had been its function as a lighter, then the fact that I
didn’t manage to retain its function when I recreated its
form would have made the recreated lighter meaningless. But since the meaning was symbolic, both in that
the object was a document of a certain part of my life
history, and that it was a personal symbol of my father,
the recreated object maintained its meaning when it
was recreated because the symbolism wasn’t imbedded in its function or the material of its original form.

What I took away from this exploration was an
understanding about the representational nature of
possessions. Representation, in relation to personal
possessions, does not directly translate to others. If
I presented a student chair to others as a symbol of
my experience and life, it is not easy to read the real
complexity of that symbol, certainly not like one would
read symbolism in art or design. That is because
the context in which these symbols occurred are so
personal, they are only accessible by those who were
involved. So unlike global symbols (like a peace sign),
the chair could only be truly deciphered by two people
in this world. I also learned that, with reflection and
thought, any possession (like this classroom) can yield
a representative symbol, an object or mark that can be
read by its creator and those involved with its original
life in the world.

| school chairs | the space
that existed between us,
reduced to three symbolic
gestures
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| wild geese | Mary Oliver
You do not have to be good.
You do not have to walk on your knees
For a hundred miles through the desert, repenting.
You only have to let the soft animal of your body
love what it loves.
Tell me about your despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.
Meanwhile the world goes on.
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain
are moving across the landscapes,
over the prairies and the deep trees,
the mountains and the rivers.
Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air,
are heading home again.
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting
over and over announcing your place
in the family of things.

metaphor This experimentation explores the idea

of being possessed by my own possession, which in
this case is clinical depression. The process of giving
shape to my “protective shell” has been equally upsetting and liberating at the same time. Being aware of my
depression gives me the chance to choose whether
I do, in fact, want to hide behind it or break through
my transparent shell and let myself out for a while. In
creating this piece I wanted to explore what it means to
use metaphors to express something too difficult to discuss. This work was inspired by the idea of the black
dog, which was a metaphor that Winston Churchill
used to talk to those around him about his depression.
For me, I have always thought of my depression and
desire to keep people at an arms length as a sort of
transparent shell. This shell was created to protect me
from harm, and yet it is often the reason I am unable
to surround myself with the love and compassion that I
crave. In creating this piece I was able to understand
the power a metaphor has in shaping a nontangible
thought/feeling/idea into a real thing. Being able to see
what its like for the little figure stuck in a transparent
jar helps me see the pain I feel, the sadness I feel, and
the fact that there is a way out of it if I choose, a way to
escape the shell just beyond the clouds.

voice This exploration is about a poem that gave

me a sense of peace within my soul that I’ve never
experienced before in my life. You could say that a
poem is tangible object since it exists in written form,
but it is actually the reading of the poem by the author
that moves me in a very unique way. The author is in
her late seventies and her voice is filled with the experience of a life well lived, and I find that her poem, when
read in her voice, offers me a sort of lifeline when I am
feeling really low. The piece that I created is my attempt
to transfer the experience of the words from a nontangible state into a realized form that exists in the world.

So I decided to bring the wild geese in her poem to
life, and to allow them to fly through my exhibition
space. To create this piece I knew I would be folding
geese for hours, but that is what I wanted, I wanted to
sit and fold wild geese for hours as I let her poem sink
into my soul, the repetitive motion of the folding like
the repetitive murmur of a person meditating on their
own personal mantra. I wanted her words to reverberate within me, so that they could, in the future, repeat
themselves to me when I found myself in a dark place,
and allow me to see that I do have a place in the world.

| wild geese | manifesting
personal voice in the creation of a tangible object
| depression | metaphorically sharing one of the
most painful possessions
to own
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| diagram | breaks down the
categories that possessions
can fall into, their function,
and the human need that
drives acquiring them
| writing | my attempts at
tying the categories, functions, and needs associated
with possessions together
into prompts that could
transfer wisdom about self

reflexive journal At some point over the sum-

mer, between my fourth and fifth semester, I began to
explore various methods of design research through
the book Universal Methods of Design. I began to
develop a research journal to give to users of my
comparative platform as a means of sensitizing them to
my topic, and a way for me to extract information from
them about their personal possession. After a certain
amount of experimenting with my own personal possessions, and through attempting to develop prompts for
the users of the journal, I observed that the knowledge
I gained in going through the process outlined by Wurman was crucial in creating insights into the role my
possessions played with regards to my sense of self. I
also realized that working through these exercises that
I had created for myself was invaluable experience
needed to achieve the wisdom that I had found regarding my own self in the world. Add to that the recommendations that I explained earlier from the precedent section regarding The Living Memory Box project, which
recommended turning the process of annotation and
organization into a process of self-expression, which a
journal is, and it seemed logical that another process
should occur before one is able to truly compare self to
others in the comparative platform.

Though my initial readings into the creation of user’s
journals focused on the design of research journals, I
managed to salvage some transferable lessons from
what I read. The most relevant lesson that I took from
reading into the creation of research was the method
of designing the process that users would experience
with the desired outcome in mind. This essentially
means to step away from the process of design long
enough to fully flesh out a desired lesson, and then
returning to the beginning and figuring out each and
every way that learning could possibly be brought
about. This method resonated with me because it was
the same method used at the school at which I taught
for two years; it was called outcome based learning,
and was highly effective in insuring that teachers could
design a learning process in many different ways and
yet still reach the standardized outcome28.
Using the outcome based learning technique, I began
to design the explorations that would go into the reflexive journal. To do this I broke down the journal into the
outcomes that could be taken away from the processes
of exploration and exploration. Three main categories gradually emerged: meaning/value, voice, and
perspective as lessons that could be pulled from each
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| facing page writing |
refining and simplifying the
ideas from the sketches on
the previous page, in an
attempt of reducing the concepts to their simplest form
| circle sketches |
designing the content of
each prompt in the reflexive
journal process
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| sketches | exploring page
layout and information
design for each prompt

prompt. I then aligned those lessons with the various
possessions and their roles, and I worked backwards
towards what “exercise” could result in the outcome I
wanted to achieve. For many of the outcomes, I made
a list of possible means of reaching those outcomes,
and experimentation and explorations to choose which
would end up in the prototype of the journal. To avoid
working on layout instead of the actual content I chose
to used the shape of the circle to represent each page
in the journal. I have used this method before and it
has worked for me by separating the design of content
and the design of look and feel.
The creation of the prompts was based heavily on
the literature about the role of possessions in creating a sense of identity and self, and the work done in
the personal explorations section of this thesis. If, for
example, the outcome was to increase sense of self
through an exploration into personal voice, then I would
look at the types of possessions, their roles in identity,
and begin to assemble a prompt based on the experiences I had with my own personal explorations or by
reflecting on the precedents related to this specific
type of possession.

An example of a prompt related to personal voice is
the page Beauty, which asks the user to reflect on
their personal preferences by examining a possession
that they consider beautiful. This prompt relied for its
theoretical framework on the detailed work examining
perception as a result of personal experience and culture, which was discussed in the book Sensory Design.
After designing the content of each page I would often
leave the page alone for a day or two and then return
to it, and attempt to see it with fresh eyes to make sure
it still asked for what I wanted it to ask.
Some, but not all pages were pretested before going
into the creation of the prototype, this was done by approaching students in my university with loose sheets
of rough prompts and asking them to simply work
through the prompt. This was done so that the prototype of the journal would not be littered with simple
mistakes that could have been weeded out by simply
asking someone beside myself to look at these pages.
Once the content of each page was settled on, I embarked on a process of information design and page

Title

Prompt

Desired Outcome

The collector

User shares creates a collection or shares an existing personal collections.

Voice

Family

User creates a family tree that is illustrated with possessions that connect the user
to each family member.

Voice

Symbolic Gesture

User creates 4 stamps, each representing a different stage in the users life.

Voice

This Body

Users reflect on the body as a possession that can document personal history,
and also represent self to others.

Voice

Replication

Users was to recreate a personal possession by abstracting it and understanding
the representative traits imbedded in possession.

Voice

Beauty

User chooses the most aesthetically pleasing possession they own and then
reflects on perspective by exploring reasoning behind beauty of this object.

Voice

Baggage

Exploring personal behavior and style by examining the content of the users bag.

Voice

Smell

User documents personal smell for future self.

Voice

First six prompts

Through a process of sorting, and organizing personal possessions a user is
forced to generate different perspectives on the same list of personal possessions.

Perspective

Narrative

By creating an untrue narrative about a personal possession with negative association a users can change their own perspective on an event from their past.

Perspective

Dream Journal

Users asked to consider the meanings imbedded in a dream, and reflect on the
perspectives presented to them by their unconscious self.

Perspective

Metaphor

To help others understand a emotion that the user feels defined by, he/she writes a
poem speaking about this emotion in metaphor.

Perspective

Identity Mark

By creating two different identity marks, one using affirmed identity labels, and the
other using ascribed identity labels, a user reflects on the difference between how
he/she is viewed by self vs. by others.

Perspective

Morality

Creating a map of personal morality.

Value/Meaning

Private

Understanding personal value system by examining a possession that is kept out
of the public eye.

Value/Meaning

Reincarnation

Recreating a personal possession through reducing it to its most meaningful elements.

Value/Meaning

Charmed

User explores meanings associated with a charm.

Value/Meaning

Loss

Exploring intense feelings of loss through representing it in a drawing.

Value/Meaning

Mantra

Creating a personal mantra by reflecting on personal values, goals, and desires.

Value/Meaning

Confess

User must reflect on motivation, drive, and values to articulate the reasoning
behind stealing a possession from some else.

Value/Meaning

Love Letter

By addressing a users favorite environment as if it were a lover, this user is more
able to articulate why this environment is their favorite.

Value/Meaning

| table | documents the
intended outcome of each
method incorporated into
the reflexive journal process
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layout. I created all but one of the illustrations for this
project, the photographs, the paintings, and sketches:
all were prepared to suit the content needs. The pages
had no guiding grid because each page needed to
work differently, and all the precedents for this type of
creative journal departed from the use of a grid. The
title was extremely easy to settle on, there is a fine line
between possessing something and allowing it to possess you, and I wanted the title to reflect that fact, so I
chose the title Possessed for the reflexive journal.
The journal is bound using a French fold and screws.
The French fold was to prevent marker bleeds from
damaging the next page, and the screw reflected the
look of a research journal, and actually allowed users to
add and remove pages if they liked.
During my preparation to create a research journal, before I even thought about creating the reflexive journal,
I did some research into the creation of cultural probes.
Cultural probes are a method used by designers to
gain insight into the lives of their users, the prompts
are often very playful and very romantic, and the idea
is to loosen the user up so that they are comfortable
enough to dig deep into their memories and beliefs
without even being aware that they are doing so.
The probes often consist of kits that contain maps,
cameras, stickers, and other such things. The results
of cultural probes are not examined like scientific data,
but used as inspiration for designers when they are
trying to create a specific design for this specific user
group. Knowing the affect of cultural probes on users
also played into the design of the journal: I wanted the
prompts to be playful and insightful, and I also wanted
to create a kit to accompany the journal. I felt that the
kit would allow users to focus more on the content of
the prompts than the materials they would need to
complete it. I also worried that users of the prototype
would have trouble sourcing some of the material in the
limited time that they had.
After the journals were printed and bound, ten users
were chosen to complete them. They were given two
weeks to work through them, and assigned an interview
date the day they received the journals.

| sketches | an attempt to
reflect on my personal explorations with possession
in order to inspire ideas for
more journal prompts
| photograph on facing
page | documents the final
prototype of the journal and
kit that were given to users
to test
| photograph below |
documentation of the package that was given to users
| spreads | three examples
of completed spreads from
the reflexive journal process
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evaluation Since this thesis exploration focuses on
the design and prototyping of the reflexive journal, the
evaluation also centered on this topic. However, I was
able to gain insight into the desirability of the comparative platform, and the role that users felt it could play in
exploring a different means of creating self-awareness
through the user evaluations of the journal process.

Reflexive Journal The reflexive journal was

created with the goal of allowing users to gain awareness into their self and identity through the examination of their personal possessions. The prototype of
this journal was printed, bound, and distributed to 10
users in their early to mid twenties. These participants
were chosen from a pool of deep thinkers and creative
students who go to various schools in Education City.
The evaluation of their experience and behavior was
done through interview and through examination of use
behavior (how they used the journal). The interviews
lasted for half an hour and were divided into two sections: general experience of the journal, and questions
about the three main sections of the book. The three
main sections of the book were; voice, value/meaning,
and perspective. Only eight of the ten users were
interviewed, since two users did not meet the deadline set by the interviewer. Most users left two or three
pages blank; they were instructed to feel comfortable
leaving pages blank if they wanted to. The pages that
were left blank generally corresponded to the pages
that users found problematic.

general experience and behavior The

first part of the evaluation was concerned with user’s
experience of answering the prompts, and comparing that experience with the behaviors that I observed
through examining the journal after the interviews.
Most users felt that the journal did increase selfawareness, and those who said that it didn’t create a
large increase in self-awareness explained this observation by noting that they have always been interested
in self-reflection. However, it is interesting to note that
these same users went on to explain many discoveries
they made about self through using the journal (per-

haps they aren’t aware of what they actually learned).
Users felt that the overall experience of using the
journal was very enjoyable, but that using the journal required a great deal of self-reflection, which at
times could be difficult. Most users expressed a bit of
discomfort when exploring prompts that asked them to
reflect on negative life events or to disclose personal
secrets. These same users, however, went on to explain that pushing through the discomfort of exploring
these negative possessions allowed them to reflect on
things they would normally rather avoid, and that these
reflections were often very insightful.
One noteworthy interview answer with regards to the
overall experience of using the journal came from the
only male user to participate in this user test. The user
explained that even though his mother is a psychiatrist,
he has never truly believed in the idea of feeling relief
and improvement from participating in self-reflection
and psychological therapy. However, after using the
journal and engaging privately in the act of self reflection he did, in fact, feel relieved and had an improvement in his mood. He laughed uncomfortably as he
admitted that he could no longer deny that self-reflection can actually help relieve difficult emotions, his
reluctance thinly veiling what may have been countless
discussions with his mother about this same topic.
When asked if they could identify a moment of personal discovery brought on by using the journal, almost
all user’s were able to pin point a moment easily. These
moments of discovery did not appear to have any
discernable pattern, and were not strongly associated
with any one prompt; they were closely related to each
user’s personal experience and histories. For example,
one user explained that he felt more attached to (and
believed more in) his journal after he discovered that,
contrary to his belief, he was in fact a collector. Another
user shared that she was shocked to discover that she
was unwilling to write down her dreams in the dream
journal. She explained that she had never realized how
much she believes in her dreams and their affect on
her life, until she refused to write them down for fear of
assisting them in coming true.

| photograph | documentation of the evaluative interviews that were conducted
using a script and audio
recorder
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| image | documentation of
scripted interview, used for
journal assessment

When users were asked if they’d like to see other user’s
journals, they all answered yes. Some added that they
would only want to see the journals if they were shared
by the user. The overall justification for wanting to see
other’s journals was to compare their experiences,
feelings, thoughts, and even ways of approaching the
prompts. The users seemed to be as interested in the
content of their peer’s answers as they were in their creative skills and how the journals actually looked. When
asked about sharing their own journals, they expressed
a willingness to do so, even excitement about putting
themselves out there, all except one student that is who
seemed quite indifferent about sharing her own work
(even though she wanted to see others work).

look and feel In this section, users shared their

experience about the process of using the journal and
their experience of the book itself.
All users appreciated the availability of the kit: one user
pointed out that having the kit allowed her to spend
more time and effort thinking about the process and the
ideas than trying to figure out what material to use or
where to find the material. Users said that they carried
the journals around with them regularly: the journals
did seem weathered, which means the cover should be
something durable and lightweight. I even noticed that
users tried to keep things tucked into the journal while
they carried them around, perhaps adding a pocket
and a band to tie it shut would be wise.
When asked about their expectations of what the
journal would be like to use compared to their actual
experience of using the journal, users commented that
the look of the cover and the title gave off this eerie
sense which they found exciting, but that the content
was instead mature and very complex. One user found
this disconnect ironic and appealing, another felt that
it could be adjusted to better match the content, and
finally one user said that when she discovered that the
prompts were specifically about her personal experience and life she was more frightened by that than she
was when she thought it was a journal about
possession.

I feel the title and graphic mark of the cover are appropriate, but that the background could be replaced
to reflect something of a more mature nature. Though it
is interesting to note that one student pointed out that
she assumed the book would be about possession and
ghosts because she remembered a former project I did
about the Jinn: perhaps that was also present in the
mind of other users.
When asked about their experience of using the
journal, users noted that the book did not lie flat and
that this was a constant problem. Some users appreciated the French fold and others did not, and almost all
pointed out at various parts of the interview how much
they appreciated the imagery in the journal.

section evaluation The sections were divided

into what aspect of self the user was supposed to learn
about by going through each process. Each section
had one overall theme, this theme was reduced to one
word, and the definition of that one word was explained
to the user at the beginning of each section.

voice Voice was defined as the authentic voice that

speaks through people, that they are constantly trying
to accurately represent. In this section, the two most effective pages according to the users were The Collector and Family. In the case of The Collector, users who
chose this page often explained that they had never
seen themselves as collectors, but that after reading
through the prompt and looking at their environments,
they were able to easily spot a collection that they were
unconsciously always adding to. They described the
emotions related to this process as positive and enjoyable. The users often lit up as they spoke about taking
most of an evening to sift through their belongings to
reply to this prompt, stopping for long periods to recollect memories associated with certain possessions.
With regards to the Family page, the users who chose
this page said that they had often thought of their
family members and their feelings for those members,
but that they had never really stopped to think about
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the ties that connected them. Users liked the task of
presenting a possession that connected them to their
family members. One user pointed out that she had
an overall negative perception of her family and their
influence on her life, but that by going through the
task of connecting herself to them she was able to find
common ground, and she seemed very pleased by this
discovery.
The page that was the most problematic for users
in this section was Replication. Users said that they
weren’t sure what they were doing or why they were
doing it. In fact most users did not return a clay object
with their journals, its not clear if they actually attempted and failed to create an object, or if they just
chose not to do the page because of their confusion.
One comment about this page, and the Reincarnation
page, was that these two pages felt more like an arts
and crafts exercise than explorations of self through
possessions.

perspective The section on perspective was

defined as exploring, sharing, altering perspective, and
in so doing creating a new perspective. Users were
asked which page best achieved the goals of this section; which was to gain an awareness of how perspective plays out in relations to identity and self. The two
pages that seemed to do this the best were the Identity
Mark page, and the sorting pages at the beginning of
the book. Identity Mark was the most popular page in
this section; ironically, it was also the most problematic.
Users who chose this page said that it allowed them to
see how they really felt about labels that have always
been attached to them. For example, one student said
that she knew she was 22 but that she felt 5 years old.
The page seemed to allow them the comfort of not
feeling like these labels defined them. As an evaluator,
I found it very interesting when I discovered two users
who had the same Ascribed Identity marks, and radically different Affirmed Identity marks. Users found this
page problematic because the labels were extremely
small, often got stuck in the spine, and sometimes
would pop off the page after the glue dried.

The second most popular page was from the sorting
pages; specifically people chose the categorization
pages. What users had to say about this page was that
it allowed them to see how they organized their possessions, and the way in which they organized them
shocked them because it revealed things that they
hadn’t expected. One student pointed out that simply
sorting her possessions by how often she used them
allowed her to see that certain things she thought she
used often and valued a great deal weren’t actually being used that often at all. It made her think about why
she did that, and what it meant. She also explained
that this made her want to change her behavior and
use the things she values the most more often.

meaning and value The third section was titled
Meaning and Value, and was about the morals, ethics,
and values that drive and motivate. Users were asked
to point out which page best helped them gain an
understanding about meaning and values embedded
in their possessions. The most popular pages were the
Mantra page, and the Love Letter page. Users who
chose the Mantra page explained that it made them
think about the values that shape their life and the values they want in their life in the future. Some mantras
were an affirmation of the values they identified inside
themselves that they liked, others were means of bringing better values into their lives. This page was also
seen very positively because it was seen as forward
driven and provided users a chance to consider what
the future might hold for them.

The Love Letter page was described as shocking. One
user said that she had always felt like she had no place
to herself, but that as she was reflecting on the page
and what she could write, she realized she was sitting
in “her space”. Another student explained that this
page made her stop and look at the place she lived in,
in a way that she had never done before, a way that
she wishes she had learned earlier. She said that being
able to actually see the room instead of just be in the
room allowed her to appreciate what she had, and that
that made her feel blessed and grateful because she
may have what others lack in their life.

| scans | documentation of
used journal pages.
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| scans | documentation of
used journal pages
also continues on the next
spread

The page in this section that was most problematic was
the Morality page. This page requires users to plot their
moral landscape onto a 2D topographic map that has
been provided for them. Though the page has an explanation of what a topographic map is and how it could be
used in this exercise, users found the map completely
confusing. Users said they understood the idea of laying
their positive and negative traits in the form of highs and
lows on a map, and that they were actually interested in
the concept of the prompt, but that they couldn’t read a
topographic map or make sense of its lines. Users suggested that a simpler map be provided, or no map at all.

comparative platform Some feedback about

the desirability of the proposed platform was acquired
during the interviews conducted to evaluate the reflexive
journal. Users were asked at the end of the interview if
they were interested in seeing the results of other user’s
journals, and all users answered yes. Some users made
sure to add that they would only like to see other user’s
journals if these journals were shared willingly. When
asked why they would be interested in seeing the work
of others, one user replied that she’d like to compare
herself to others by seeing how they worked through
each process. She also noted that, had she seen the
journals without participating in them, she may not have
been interested in the content, but after having gone
through the process herself she was very curious about
seeing what others had experienced. This confirms
that the journal itself is a means by which users can be
drawn to the comparative platform. When asked about
sharing their own pages, all users indicated that they
would share some, but not all, of their journals. Some
users then added that they would consider sharing the
entire journal if they didn’t have to use their real name
and could remain anonymous.
Serendipitously, during one of the interviews, a user
decided to explain the significance of her watch to me.
As she sat there rubbing her watch between her fingers,
she pointed out to me that she had worn the watch
regularly since 7th grade (which made it about 12 years
old). She continued to share with me that her father gave
it to her, and that even though she has many watches,
this particular watch meant the world to her. As she told
me her story I couldn’t help but smile since I was sitting

there holding my own 13-year-old watch in my hands,
one that my father gave to me, one of many watches
that I own, but one which could never be replaced. The
similarity of our stories gave me a chill; she is a few
years younger than me, yet we received our watches
at around the same time, and both as a symbol of
achievement and love from our fathers. I mention this
story here because it was the basis from which the
platform design began. Though this girl and I were
worlds apart, and we may never have met in our entire
life, we shared a very similar experience in the world
and we were able to resonate through the sharing of
our personal possessions and the stories attached to
these possessions.
Another major function of the comparative platform is
to allow for the sorting and resorting of submissions.
Though not directly speaking about the comparative
platform, users indicated how being able to sort and
resort their possessions in the first half of the book
allowed them to see new things about themselves that
they had never expected to see. This supports that the
sorting and resorting mechanism would, in fact, allow
for users to experience possessions uploaded to the
page in many different ways, and in so doing allows
them to gain different perspectives on the concept of
self in relation to others.
It is clear to me that the comparative platform could
serve an important role in allowing users a glimpse
into their own personal identity, one that is not possible
through the reflexive process of the journal. This would
be done through several key functions of the proposed
platform, the first of which is the ability to see things being added to the page in real time, which allows users
to actually witness the continuous shift or flux in identity
as the environment it exists in changes. Another major
function would be to provide many different perspectives on self through providing many different
perspectives on its representative data set (possessions), this is done through the various methods of data
sorting. Finally, the website could offer users the ability
to begin to generate their own prompts, by choosing themselves which possessions to share and what
stories/makings they would like to create in response to
those possessions.

..
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future directions This reflexive journal process

was tested on nine women and one man. Further efforts
would be to test the journal on a larger group of men, in
order to test its appeal to both genders and to compare
the and contrast between the two groups in relation to
preference and dislikes.
The journal was created with the idea that teenagers
could/would be interested in using this process. Some
users pointed out that the language was very academic and could be made more accessible and poetic.
One user actually completed her journal with her
15-year-old sister, and the sister was so pleased with
the journal that she said she would like to purchase one
for her best friend. A future direction would either be to
work on making the journal a little more accessible to a
younger audience, or to make the journal more mature
and less targeted to younger adults. I am unsure of the
feasibility of this direction because I believe the many
of the insights created from using this journal were
achieved though use of its narrative set up, and that
making the journal more accessible to younger adults
might lessen the overall impact and hinder it achieving
its goal.
Though this was not included in the prototype, the end
of the journal would include a prompt asking users if
they would like to share their work with others by going to the URL of the comparative platform. The page
would briefly explain the different kind of learning one
could gain about self through this comparative process. Both the journal and the platform were designed
to work independently of each other, because some
users do not like the idea of deep self reflection and
would not appreciate the journal, while others who may
enjoy self-reflection have no desire to share their most
private thoughts with the outside world. In the end,
it was necessary to create both methods, because
without both methods a person is only experiencing
one side of self and identity. This is because identity
is formed between people, and within self, it is both
together, and not one or the other.
The most significant area to extend this inquiry to
facilitate awareness and insight into self is to create a

functioning prototype of the web comparative platform
so as to gain valuable user insight into its ability to
perform its stated function. This future investigation
could involve refinements of the journal process that
would then be presented it to users with the platform.
To allow them to assess how well the two methods
work together, to evaluate the impact of having both
methods.

conclusion The investigations in this thesis

focused on designing a platform for facilitating individual refection on self through interactions with personal
possessions. The research into identity indicated a
need for two very different and very detailed methods
for examining self: one through personal reflection, and
one through comparison. This led to the design of a
reflexive journaling process and the proposal of comparative platform. The processes in both methods were
designed using theories put forth by Nathan Shedroff
on transferring wisdom, and played out in the form of
stimulating users to tell stories about their lives through
the evaluation and contemplations of their own personal possessions. Evaluations of the reflexive journal
indicated that there was an increased awareness about
self and identity through the use of this journal, and
that this increase in awareness led to a sense of relief
and inner peace. The evaluative interviews exposed
many stories of discovery about self through the use of
the journal. These interviews also pointed positively to
the need and desirability of the proposed comparative
platform.
In the end, the user testing and evaluation has proven
that a reflexive process involving personal possessions
can be designed, through which insights about self
can be facilitated, using a process of reflection about
personal possessions. Furthermore, this inquiry has
revealed that a process of self reflection can result in
a positive impact on a person’s emotional health and
wellbeing.
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| image | exhibition e-vite

appendix a This section documents the final thesis
exhibition, that was held in VCU Qatar on the 4th of
December, 2014, at noon.
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| top photograph | aerial
view of exhibition space
| photograph below |
entrance to exhibition
space, with poetic prelude
to orient approaching
visitors
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| top photograph | images
of process work next to ipod
presenting audio clips of
assessment interviews
| photograph below |
space created for visitors
to sit and explore journal
prototype at length

| photograph | visitor interacting with enlarged journal
spreads
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| photograph | completed
wild geese exploration,
which also contained audio
of author reading the poem
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| top photograph | detail of
metaphor exploration
| photograph below |
dream exploration

| photograph | narrative
exploration
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appendix b This section documents all the pages

and prompts that were created for the reflexive journaling process. The pages are in the same order as they
appear in the book.

